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the dais.
Very Rev Fr. Stany B. Lobo welcomed
the guests and the gatherings. Dr.
Gerald Pinto Principal of the Milagres
College gave introductory address
and pointed out the some of the
projects on the occasion of Jubilee
celebration during the year.Bishop
handed over the chequeof Rupees
4 lakhs, which were contributed by
the staff as seed money for Milagres
Golden Jubilee Educational Fund
for the education of poor students
to Prof. to Prof. Cyril Mathias Convener of the Educational Fund. During
the occasion honored the Teachers
as well as students of first batch of
1967.
Mrs.Savitha Kumar Principal of Milagres PU College proposed vote of
thanks. Prof. Vincent Alva compered
the programme.

Read

The Golden Jubilee Year 2016- 17 of
the Milagres College and Milagres
Pre University College was inaugurated at Milagres Tri-centenary Hall,
Kallianpur by Sri PramodMadhwaraj,
Minister of Fisheries, Sports and
Youth Affair, District in charge Minister, Government of Karnataka.
After the inauguration PramodMadhwaraj said the Udupi and D. K districts are developed at par with European countries due to Christian
missionaries. He praised the college
that instead of construct the buildings
on account of jubilee celebration, the
college started educational fund for
the study of poor students.
PramodMadhwaraj was felicitated by
the Bishop.
The programme began with welcome
dance by college students. Most Rev
Dr. Gerald Isaac Lobo Bishop of Udupi
and President of Catholic Education
Society Udupi was presided the inaugural programme. Rev Fr. Lawrence
D’Souza Secretary of CESU, Very
Rev Fr. Stany B. Lobo Correspondent
and Rector of Milagres Cathedral,
Mrs.JanakiBrahmavar, President of
Karnataka Tulu Sahitya Academy
as well as student of first batch, Dr.
Gerald Pinto Principal of First Grade
degree college, Rev Dr.Prakash Anil
Castalino Lecturer and Campus Director and Mrs.SavithaKumari Principal of PU College were present on
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FIRST came economic and political turmoil. Now, inevitably, come the lawyers.
Before the vote, European corporate leaders gave surprisingly little thought to what a split
might mean for them. Matthias Wissmann, head of VDA, a German car lobby, says car
firms made “no contingency plans” and the result caught them unaware despite Germany’s export of €89 billion ($99 billion) of goods, especially cars, to Britain each year. A survey, pre-referendum, by BDI, Germany’s industry federation, found that nearly 70% of firms
had no clue how to respond to Brexit. The boss of a big French defense firm says nobody,
banks aside, made serious plans for it, beyond currency hedging.
All this uncertainty means that firms planning to invest in Britain are putting decisions
on hold. A leading Swedish industrialist, Jacob Wallenberg, says he knows “companies
that have withdrawn investment decisions from Britain since the referendum”. Given the
British economy’s reliance on inflows from abroad, any slowdown is worrying: Britain holds
roughly 7% of the world’s stock of foreign direct investment, some £1 trillion, and more
than anywhere except America. Around half of Britain’s foreign direct investment comes
from the EU.
Yet dramatic divestment may not loom. Instead the fear is of “slow erosion”, says Juergen
Maier, head of Siemens’s British operations. “Lots of little decisions” may be made away
from Britain, to build plants or run research projects elsewhere. He points to researchers
and firms that could be excluded from the EU’s €80 billion Horizon 2020 fund, which supports science and innovation.
Even if concerns over regulatory gaps prove overdone, there is a second worry: that
future policy in the EU, drafted without direct British influence, will become more
hostile to business. Mr Wallenberg calls Britain a free-market country and is concerned
that new regulations will be dominated by a statist axis of Paris and Berlin. He is not alone.
“Europe loses a sensible voice and a counterweight to the protectionists,” says an executive at a German chemicals firm. Surprisingly, perhaps, the chairman of a French industrial
company volunteers: “A lot of us don’t like the idea of the Brits out. We like their businessfriendly agenda.”
A couple of days have gone by since a puffy-eyed David Cameron appeared outside 10
Downing Street and announced his resignation. The pound has tumbled. Investment decisions have been suspended; already firms talk of moving operations overseas. Britain’s
EU commissioner has resigned. Sensitive political acts—the Chilcot report’s publication,
decisions on a new London airport runway and the renewal of Britain’s nuclear deterrent—
are looming. European leaders are shuttling about the continent meeting and discussing
what to do next. Those more sympathetic to Britain are looking for signs from London of
how they can usefully influence discussions. In Briton mounting evidence suggests a spike
(Contd.. on p. 4)
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(Contd.. from p. 3)
in racist and xenophobic attacks on immigrants. Scotland is heading for another independence referendum. Northern Ireland’s
peace settlement may hang by a thread.
But at the top of British politics, a vacuum
yawns wide. The phones are ringing, but
no one is picking up.
This could go on for a while. The Conservative leadership contest will last until at least
early October, perhaps longer. It may be almost as long until Labour has a new chief,
and even then he or she may be a caretaker.
The new prime minister could call a general
election. It might be more than half a year
until Britain has a leader capable of addressing the myriad crises now engulfing it.
The country does not have that kind of
time. Despite arguments for patience from
continental Anglophiles, including Angela
Merkel, the insistence that Britain immediately invoke Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty,
launching exit negotiations that can last no
longer than two years, is hardening. Soon it
may be a consensus. Britain could be thrust
into talks under a lame-duck leader with no
clear notion of what Brexit should look like
or mandate to negotiate - All against a background of intensifying economic turmoil and
increasingly ugly divides on Britain's streets.
The country is sailing into a storm. And
no one is at the wheel.
The sheer political chaos in Britain means
that there is even more reason to put investment plans on hold; Britain looks rudderless.
Analysts are also working out how the vote
will affect specific sectors of the British
economy. The real estate team of Jefferies,
for example, has forecast that London office
rents will fall 18% and some 10m square feet
of demand for office space moves to Paris
or Frankfurt (that is because banks will need
to shift business to the EU to operate in euro
transaction clearing or to have passporting
rights in the EU). Russell Investments has
said that pension funding levels will fall by
10% (lower asset prices and higher liabilities, as the bond yield falls); companies will
need to divert cash from investment into
their pension schemes.
The banks hoped—and believed—it wouldn’t
happen. But now the world’s biggest banks
must brace themselves for Britain’s departure from the European Union. Today bankers will simply be trying to weather the turmoil after this Brexit vote. But in the weeks
and months to come they will have to decide whether Brexit means shifting business and jobs away from Europe’s financial capital London. .
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London is surely too big, and its allure too
strong, for any big bank to quit altogether.
As well as banking expertise, it has a host
of auxiliary trades, such as accountancy and
law. But Brexit may still mean a fracturing of
Europe’s financial industry. Shifting some
business elsewhere will probably make
sense. EU regulators may press banks to
move people and capital across the Channel (or the Irish Sea). Deutsche Bank’s boss,
John Cryan, has said it “would be odd” to
trade euros and EU government bonds in a
branch outside the EU. Plenty think clearing
euro transactions in London will become
harder.
London is likely to lose some business to
other, smaller financial centers, meaning
Dublin and Luxembourg as well as Frankfurt and Paris. Economies of scale in Britain
would be reduced, while other places would
be too small to compensate. For the world’s
big banks, still trying to repair themselves
eight years after the financial crisis and badgered by nagging regulators and impatient
shareholders, the expense and disruption
Brexit will inevitably bring is especially unwelcome. The Britons who voted for it will
have little sympathy.
The political fallout from the vote will extend
far beyond the issue of Mr Cameron’s successor .This vote will reverberate for years.
The economy will suffer, as will the political establishment.
Tech bosses fret that Britain and the EU will
end up with different policies towards their
most important resource: data. On July 12th
the EU is expected, at last, to approve “Privacy Shield”, an agreement to let companies
transfer personal data across the Atlantic.
(In October the European Court of Justice
struck down an old deal as unsafe.) But
since Britain has decided to leave the union,
nobody knows whether the new shield will
cover it, too. So might the EU block data
flows across the Channel, unless Britain
negotiates a privacy agreement of its own?
Since some in Brussels are suspicious of
intrusive British surveillance, that could
prove messy.
Uncertainty leaves not just big cloud-computing firms such as Google unsure where
to put data centers. After the Brexit vote, the
U-word is muttered everywhere in boardrooms—from car making to airlines, energy
to telecoms. Shareholders are already feeling the pain, although not all recent losses
on stock markets are due to Britain’s referendum.
The impact of the United Kingdom vote to
withdraw from the European Union could
have far-reaching consequences for international companies which will need to

rethink their data management policies.
Whilst the UK is part of the EU it has the
same data sovereignty laws as other countries in the EU. When the UK breaks away,
those laws will change. Companies operating in Europe may have to manage one set
of data privacy laws for the UK and another
for EU-member countries. The issue will
impact both cloud and managed service
providers who may need to offer additional
options for customers to host data across
Europe, and enterprise end users who may
need to reconsider where their data is stored
in Europe.
With an increasing number of companies at
risk from data breaches, compliance with
data protection legislation is a growing issue. Companies with operations in the UK
should ensure they are aware of the potential consequences for compliance, particularly with regard to the new EU General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR).
The UK is unlikely to implement legislation
in line with the GDPR. Companies operating solely in the UK with UK customers, and
storing data only in the UK, would therefore
be unlikely to have to implement significant
changes in their data protection processes.
However, US companies also operating
within the EU would still have to ensure compliance with the GDPR for the data of their
EU customers.
Unless the UK harmonizes with the new EU
rules, US & other nations companies may
lose the ability to process European consumer data in the UK, unless they adopt
policies suggested by the EU or approved
by an EU data protection authority. This
could impact companies that want to use
data centers in the UK—even as backups if
their data centers in other EU countries go
down.
Regional cloud-computing businesses are
particularly vulnerable to the complications
of a split regulatory region. Cloud companies function more efficiently when they can
easily shift loads from one data center to another. Restricting the types of data that can
be stored in specific locations hampers that
flexibility.
Although Britons’ economy as per the very
recent survey indication - is sinking as a result of the vote (Brexit) to leave the European
Union - All one can do is to wait, watch ….
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after reaching a consensus.
—A. F. Nazareth
Alto Porvorim.

We are all in
vibrational mode.-

A Snip for Vox Populi
If you are in ratio with every breath you
take ....you are alive and living.
You are vibrating because you are
alive and living.
You are vibrating and it is the Law of
the Universe.
Harmony between your inner self
and your experience in the outer world
is when you work closely with the
mind in tandem with your thoughts.
Often one feels discomfort when you
are within a process of involvement
towards fruition and you feel uncomfortable and not in harmony with
what you are asking. This activity of
discomfort would never have taken
place if you were not offering a vibration that matched the reason for the
uneasiness or the distress or the disquiet. If you were vibrating in all positivity towards what you were desiring
then you would not be experiencing
this negative experience. It is all in the
opus grande feeling of a vibration.
And vibrate you must and you are always in the motion of it whether you
are active or at rest or in somnambulism, unlimited.
—Rtn. Calwyn D'Abreo

On Choosing the
Right Speaker
In the letter ‘Wasted Opportunity’
by Gene Shaw (Secular Citizen, July
18), the writer has rightly stated that
some of our speakers chosen by the
church to debate on some contentious issues plaguing the church on
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TV channels, lack oratorial skills to
put forward the views of the church
in the correct perspective. A proper
selection by church authorities is
therefore necessary to ensure that the
speaker besides bring ‘au courant ‘
on current topics and politics, is also
well versed in church doctrine , canon
law , various church encyclicals and
findings of the synods. Besides issues like abortion, contraception,
bigamy and homosexuality which are
debated from time to time, there are
more serious issues like the growing
religious intolerance in the country
and cases of attacks on priests and
nuns, and the burning of churches,
which the speaker should be able to
put forward boldly and argue with
facts and figures. Otherwise we will
only be cutting a sorry figure as it has
happened in the past. Very soon we
will be called upon to debate on the
contentious issue of ‘Uniform Civil
code’ which, though welcomed by a
section of the Catholic church doesn’t
find favour with some other churches.
We need to present the correct views
Save Rs 115/- per day for 16 years only
& get Rs. 23 lacs lumpsum TaX FRee
Maturity/Rs.15000 per month as Pension
for entire life. investment eligible as TaX
SaVinG as per sec. 80C under income Tax.
lumpsum Maturity is TaX FRee

Don't Waste,
Make Charity
People spend a lot of money in
celebrating birthdays, weddings and
anniversaries. But what they do not
realise is that the same money they
spend in inviting Tom, Dick and Harry
can be spent in feeding the underprivileged children of our country. India is
a poor country and we all know that.
Eighty percent of the people living in
India do not even get a morsel of food
to eat. They have to rely on dustbins
to pick up bits of food, most of them
spoilt in order to fill their stomachs.
I do not celebrate my birthday every
year on March 21. I donate the same
money to a charitable institution where
the money is used for a good cause.
I have told my daughter the same
thing who is thinking of getting married soon. Instead of inviting guests
who will eat, drink, make merry and
then parcel the remaining food home,
to donate the entire money, whatever
it may be, to a charitable institution
where the underprivileged children
will at least have a smile on their faces and give you your blessings. I am
praying that she do this good deed.
— Jubel D’Cruz,
Dombivili, Mumbai
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Catholics
Come Home:
EWTN
On July 12, 2016, ZENIT Staff and
Media have announced that ‘Catholics Come Home’, the global TV channel of EWTN – Eternal Word Television
Network, is to widen its reach, and
make it available in Mandarin, Japanese, Korean and Arabic.At present
its broadcasts its evangelical programs in the 9 Catholic languages of
Europe. I suggest that it should also
be serialized in Hindi and Malayalam.
Over the past 18 years, catholicscomehome.org under the able guidance of Cardinals, Bishops and theologians, have invited millions of lapsed
Catholics and break-away Christians
to ‘come home’ to the Catholic Church
founded by Jesus Christ!
‘Pew’ studies show that 80% of
‘Millennial Catholics’ (young adults,
18-34 years) abandon their Catholic
faith before age 23. And more than
100,000 Americans stop practicing
their faith annually, and only 1 out of
3 attend Church services.
“Numerous data reveal that American millennials are struggling with
addictions, suicides, out-of-wedlock
births, joblessness, and other significant life challenges”, explained
founder and president of EWTN,
Dr. Tom Peterson. Its TV host of the
highly popular serial, ‘The Journey
Home’, Dr. Marcus Grodi, states: “Our
hope is to reduce these disheartening
statistics, and guide young adults towards healthier joy-filled lifestyles by
introducing them to the Word of God,
and reminding them of the rich traditions of the Fathers and Doctors of
our Catholic faith!”
According to North American diocesan sources, more than a half a
million souls are responding to the
tele-invitations of EWTN! And if I may
magnify: “Devoting themselves to the
apostle’s teachings, to the breaking of
the Bread, and to prayer” (Acts 2:42).
—Dr. Trevor Colaso,
(now at, Memphis, Tennessee, USA)
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An Appeal to the CBCI
I received my First Holy Communion one Sunday morning in 1955 when
I was 7 years old. The same evening I received the sacrament of Confirmation. Today students in Mumbai and other parts of the country, receive
Confirmation in class XI at about 16 years of age, after preparing for a year
and half.
In the West, students generally receive confirmation between 7 and 16
years, with most countries favouring grade 8 ( or 13 years). In the US and
Canada it is around 13 while in Australia it is 12 years. The episcopal conference (bishops' conference) of a region/country decides the age . The
US Conference of Catholic Bishops (USCCB) has decreed that the age of
conferring the sacrament of Confirmation should be between the age of
reason( assumed to be 7 years) and sixteen years. Hence in the US it is
left to individual bishops to decide the age of confirmation between these
limits, but again the preferred age is 13 years or grade 8.
On behalf of students and their parents in our country, I request the Catholic
Bishops' Conference of India (CBCI) to consider a downward revision in the
age of confirmation to 13 years or when the student is in class 8 instead
of class XI.
Today , the competition among students to get maximum possible marks at
the high school level is extremely fierce . They live life in a pressure-cooker
situation starting from class IX. The competition is so fierce that even those
securing 98% marks are not assured of a seat of choice in Delhi University.
Every single mark counts. A downward revision in the age of confirmation
will give Catholic students that little more time, which could make all the
difference in their career/course options.
Besides, there are some compelling reasons for confirming early. Religious
instructors can focus on 'formation' without having to worry about teenage
issues of 16-year- olds ---a time when they are on the 'brink of adolescent
rebelliousness' . Moreover parents can take on some of the burden of
religious instructors by playing a bigger role in the formation of 13- yr old(
at 16 it is difficult for parents).
On behalf of parents and students , I humbly request the CBCI to consider
a downward revision in the age of confirmation to 13 years, a move that
will benefit tens of thousands of students across the country, academically
and even spiritually.
—Prof Robert Castellino,
Orlem, Malad

Jack of all Stall
Reliable House for
Religious Goods
Gloria Church Bldg.,
263, Dr. ambedkar Rd., Byculla, Mumbai - 400027

Tel.: 23725963, 23749358
Estd: 1951

Prop. B. D'Souza
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Baptist-turned-Catholic’s
testimony stirs massive crowd
by Fr. Adolf Washington
Bengaluru: “My wife is the first Catholic in
her family in over 400 years. After we became Catholics, my wife Janet and I lost
both of our families. They would not talk
to us. We lost every friend we had in two
weeks and we have found better friends
now.”
A 3000-strong audience rained thunderous applause on July 24 as Baptistturned-Catholic Stephen K. Ray shared
his life story at a Catholic charismatic
convention in Bengaluru, southern India.
They came from across Bengaluru
for the ‘Magnificat’ conference organized by the Divine Retreat Centre
of the Vincentian Congregation.
Sharing his conviction that the
Catholic Church and its hierarchy
are established by God Himself and
“to which all other denomination
must be drawn to,” the 61-year-old
said, “I like you to know that you are
very blessed to have the Archbishop
here because there’s lot would like
to steal him away from you. He is a
good man. You take care of him also keep
your priests by frequenting the confession and seeking spiritual help from them
for they are ordained by God to serve the
Church”.
“How many of you would like to be up
here speaking with the archbishop sitting
right there in front of you?” he asked the
crowds.
He was talking on the lines of the vast
exodus of Catholics out of the church to
the hundreds of neo-Christian groups
popping up all over the city. He observed
that some are small storefront operations
while others are huge Assemblies of God
churches with tens of thousands of members and many pastors own four homes
and lives an opulent lifestyle.
Archbishop Bernard Moras set the
tone of the conference in his homily saying, “The Gospel parable of the weeds
and the wheat growing together throws
light on the kind of world we live in today.
We are constantly exposed to enemies of
the Word of God who through the evil one
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sow seeds of destruction and discord in
our hearts and minds. “Only when we are
strongly founded on God’s Word, we will
be able to stand united together against
the schemes of the evil one”.
The prelate, who sat through the fourhour conference, also added “In this Year
of Mercy, declared by the Holy Father, the
parable also invites us to contemplate on
God’s mercy like the farmer who waits patiently till he separates the weeds from the
wheat”.
The gathering of priests, religious and
laity, mindless of the dark clouds that

threatened rain listened with rapt attention
as Ray began. “You pray to Mary, We pray
to God. You get to heaven by your Works
and we get to heaven by Faith alone and
we figured that Catholics have everything
upside down and it was our job to get you
all saved. And now look where I am.”
After the crowds burst into laughter
and applause, he continued “I am standing up here to tell you why I love that tradition and I became a Catholic, and when I
did, my wife and I never looked back.”
Ray and Janet were received into the
Catholic Church with his whole immediate family on Pentecost Sunday, May 22,
1994. They live with their four children in
Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Raised in a devout, loving Baptist family and whose father was a deacon and
Bible teacher, Ray recounted how he himself was involved in the Baptist Church as
a teacher of Biblical studies and lectured
on a wide range of topics.
Tracing his path to conversion from
scorn of the Catholic Church to embracing

it with deep conviction he testified “Most
of the time I start to cry in the Mass when I
say ‘I believe in the One Holy Catholic Apostolic Church’ because I could never say
that before. I love being Catholic. I also
cry when I walk to the aisle to receive the
body of Christ (Holy Communion). I used
to make fun of and mock the Holy Eucharist. We (my wife and I) cried through the
whole Mass during first six years.”
Adding a dash of humor, he said, “Becoming a Catholic has turned me into a
big cry baby. It’s a good thing I think. I always wanted to have a tender heart to the
Lord”.
Ray who visited The Holy Land at
least a hundred times and read as many
books on the Catholic Faith before making the “big decision” observed that only
the Catholic Church has the Sacred altar
where Christ stands in the person
of the Priest while other denominations have only the pulpit.
Commenting on the mushrooming of ‘house churches’
and splinter Christian groups in
the city and also such ‘Church
pastors’ across the world indulging in money dealings he
asked “Why do want to steal
members from the Catholic
Church? Can they bring people
from other religions to Christ and
form a Church like the Catholic
Church?”
Heaping praise on the congregation
gathered under a huge tent, Steve said
“I always hear people say Catholics can’t
sing only Protestants can sing. You proved
them wrong to me”. He applauded the
Faith of Catholics here as “devout Indian
Christians come to praise Jesus, celebrate
the Mass and hear a talk to be inspired to
become better Christians.”
Joseph Aloysius Kanthraj, a participant and organizing team member, told
Matters India “Steve’s testimony of conversion makes me feel proud and empowered to be a Catholic. His exhortation
to be deep-rooted in the Word of God,
obedient to authorities in the Church who
are our Shepherds and to realize that the
Catholic Church is the first to give us the
Bible makes me feel strengthened in my
love for the Catholic Church. I am sure this
is everybody’s experience today…”
Ray spends time researching, writing, and
teaching about the Catholic Faith across
the world.
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Just A Moment?

T

he suave Prime Minister
(PM) had been elected with He flew into a violent rage. His carefula thumping majority. There ly crafted image would be shattered.
was a gala dinner to cel- How great would be his fall, with the
ebrate his success. The PM’s Aide- Opposition baying for his blood. In
de-Camp (ADC) was an even more crisis, his scheming brain was at its
dashing Captain, from the elite Bri- best. He recalled his ADC from the
gade of Guards. The ADC
front, on the pretext of enwas recently married, and
quiring about the progress
his young wife was also at
there. Without an inkling of
the dinner. She was an abwhat had transpired, the
solute stunner, in a tantalizbrave Captain met his PM.
ingly draped maroon and
The latter then told him
gold sari. When she turned
that he could take a week’s
around the PM couldn’t
leave and spend time with
help but notice that there
his newly wed wife. The PM
was just a small knot holdby chhotebhai * could then always say that
ing her blouse in place. It
the pregnancy could be
revealed a perfectly conattributed to the Captain’s
toured back, as smooth as lucent Ital- visit.
ian marble.
But the best-laid plans go awry. The
A wave of lust overwhelmed the PM. Captain was a third generation officer,
As a powerful go-getter he was used a man of honour. He told his boss that
to getting whatsoever he desired. he could not go home and sleep with
He had a shrewd scheming brain his wife while his comrades were facthat most people mistook for that of ing hostile fire and even more hostile
a born achiever. He would get what weather conditions. He returned to his
he wanted. So he conspired to have unit at the front.
his ADC packed off to where a fierce
battle was raging with a hostile neigh- The schemer was not one to take
bour. He then invited the woman to his things lying down (no pun intended).
personal digs, spiked her drink and He sent for his confidante in the Milirepeatedly raped her. The hapless tary Intelligence, and told him to enwoman had nowhere to go or no one sure that the captain was deployed
to turn to. In any case nobody would in the first line of engagement, and
believe her. Then she discovered that killed. The “encounter” was successshe was pregnant; and dared to con- ful. But things went horribly wrong
vey this message to the PM.
again for the PM.
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When he went to condole the martyr’s
widow, shedding copious crocodile
tears, she could not control herself
anymore. Pointing an accusing finger
at her tormentor, she screamed out
that it was the PM who had got her
husband killed in order to fulfill his
own blood lust, and to cover up his
crime. The nation was stunned.
The PM was tried under the following sections of the Indian Penal Code
(IPC) – 299 for culpable homicide,
with the intent to kill; and 376 (b)(2)
for rape by a public servant who takes
advantage of his official position to
rape a woman in his custody. As per
provisions of Sections 302 and 376 of
the IPC the crime was punishable by
death or life sentence, together with
10 years rigorous imprisonment. The
die was cast.
The PM’s well-oiled Public Relations
department now got into the act. As
did his highly paid battery of defence
lawyers. They argued that the PM was
a good man; the beloved of the nation, and what happened was just a
momentary lapse. The judge took a
lenient view and let off the accused
with a very light sentence.
Does this string of events sound surreal or bizarre? It isn’t. This happened
about 3000 years ago. If you have
your Bible near you turn to 2 Samuel
11:1-27. It is the story of King David,
and how he got his officer, Uriah the
Hittite, killed; because he had already
impregnated his wife Bathsheba! Do
read the chapter for the gory details
that are no different from my modern
day juxtaposition. David was also unrepentant. When the prophet Nathan
confronted him with is sin David flew
into a self-righteous rage (cf 2 Sam
12:1-15). Through Nathan this is what
God conveyed to David. “Your household will never be free of the sword,
since you showed contempt for me,
and took the wife of Uriah the Hittite, to make her your wife” (2 Sam
12:10). “Out of your own household I
shall raise misfortune for you” (2 Sam
12:11), and “”You have worked in se(Contd.. on p. 9)
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(Contd.. from p. 8)
cret but I shall work this for all Israel to
see, in broad daylight” (2 Sam 12:12).
The anticlimax, as with the PM, was
the light “punishment” with which David got away – the death of his child a
few days after it was born. The sin of
the father was vested in the son. I find
this a big let down.
In fact I find this behaviour of David
obnoxious and dastardly. Unfortunately, in the genealogy of Jesus, he
is referred to as the progeny of David,
who had taken Uriah’s wife (cf Mat
1:6). Two blind men seeking healing
call out to Jesus as the son of David
(cf Mat 9:27). On his triumphant entry
into Jerusalem on Palm Sunday he is
again greeted with the salutation “Hosanna to the son of David” (Mat 21:9).
Even in the contemporary Marian litany the term “Tower of David” is used.
Pardon me for saying that I find such
epithets disgusting.
When I went on pilgrimage to the Holy
Land in 1980 I saw the Tomb of David. After the destruction of Solomon’s
Temple this tomb is now venerated as
the most sacred place for the Jews.
The Star of David is also the national
emblem of modern day Israel. Each
unto their own, but don’t count me
among them. I fail to understand why
David is exalted the way he is by the
Jews, Christians and Muslims. The
last use the Arabic equivalent – Dawood.
For us in India the most notorious Dawood is Dawood Ibrahim. Here again

the second name is what we have anglicized to Abraham. This is another
shocker. On two occasions Abraham
gave his wife Sarah to powerful men,
in order to curry favour with them. His
scheming mind passed her off as his
“sister’, because she was very beautiful, and had he said that she was his
wife, he would have been eliminated,
so that they could take his wife!
The first instance is with Pharaoh in
Egypt (cf Gen 12:10-20). Abraham
repeats the ploy with Abimelech, the
king of Gerar, in the Negev desert in
modern day Gaza (cf Gen 20:1-3). In
both instances Abraham is caught out
and severely reprimanded. Yet we call
Abraham a paragon of virtue and the
father of the faith. I just don’t buy this
stuff.
Perhaps Abraham told God that this
was a “momentary” lapse of judgment, eventhough he had repeated
the mistake. David may also have
pleaded with Nathan that it was just a
moment of passion. Surely the PM’s
smart Alec defence lawyers would
also have used a similar line of defence. Perhaps Bill Clinton used the
same ploy in the Monika Lewenski episode. In some countries “temporary
insanity” is used as a ploy to minimize
culpability. Recently Dr Zakir Naik’s
defenders stated on TV that what he
had said on TV might have been said
in the heat of the moment. On another
TV show a woman’s activist against
rape unequivocally stated that rape
does not happen in a moment.
These “momentary lapses” take me
back about 40 years, when I met a
venerable Maltese Capuchin priest
at the shrine of St Jude, Jhansi. Having heard of my “conversion’ he said
to me, “Do not lose in a moment of
darkness what you found in a moment
Read
Online at:
www.sezariworld.com/the-secularcitizen-and-divo-issues.html
or
www.issuu.com/secularcitizen
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of light”. When I repeated this pearl
of wisdom to my mentor, Fr Deenabandhu, another Capuchin, he rubbished it saying, “Nothing happens
in a moment”. Everything, whether
good or bad, is a gradual build up.
Rape, murder, divorce – nothing happens in a moment. We would do well
to recognize the symptoms, and also
avoid the circumstances, before it is
too late.
Before I conclude, a small digression.
According to exegetes, the Hittites
were an Indo-European race that settled in Asia Minor (modern day Turkey)
circa 2000 BC. If Uriah was a Hittite,
then in all probability, so was his wife
Bathsheba. And if Jesus’ ancestry is
traced to Bathsheba, then he has Indian blood in him, because Mary was
also from the same house of David!
So our current PM, who excels in intrigue, double speak and rewriting
history, could verily claim that Jesus
is an Indian! I leave you with this precious moment of discovery! What a
moment.
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Chase your passion
and become successful
We are all unique and special in
one way or another. You have special
talents that other’s don’t have. We
need to find out what they are and
capitalize on it. Find your passion and
happiness will follow. There’re people out there right know not exercising they’re gifts working in jobs they
hate. Sometimes we accept jobs only
for the money. You need to find what
your passion is. If it feels more like a
hobby then you’re on the right track.
Here are five reasons to follow your
passion.
Feels Good – Doing something you
love makes you feel better about
yourself. It doesn’t cause much stress
compared to something you dislike.
You’re more optimistic and more
positive when making a decision. Any
accomplishment feels like a million
bucks.
Success – You have a better chance
of becoming successful and making a
difference in the world. You have the
power to help others and do good.
It becomes much harder to become

Subscriptions for
Renewal as well as new, can be

sent through Bank Fund Transfer to any
one of the following banks:
Bank: HDFC Bank
Branch : CST - Mumbai VT
account name: The Secular Citizen
account no. 03552000006744
iSFC code: HDFC0000355
or
Bank: Citizen Credit Co-op Bank ltd.,
Branch : Colaba, Mumbai
account name: The Secular Citizen
account no. 000000000100489
iSFC code: CCBl0209003

Please inform us through email:
secular@vsnl.com or through phone:
22693578
after transferring the
same.
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successful when there’s no passion
involved.
Harder to quit – You work harder and
are more determined to complete
any task. Your passion wakes you up
and not the alarm clock. When you
need an alarm clock to wake you up
that’s your signal to quit what your
doing and find your passion. Passion
produces more energy and stamina
which equals to being more productive. Passion motivates you through
the stumbles, bumps, and failures that
come with your journey. When there’s
passion involved you work harder and
stay longer after hours. Quitting is not
an option. So success in inevitable,
it’s going to happen.
Helps You Grow – Your passion helps
you create new ideas and strategies
towards your goal. It helps you become more likely to absorb and dissect information towards your task.
You start becoming more discipline
with your habits. Time starts becoming important and valuable to your
dream.
Time – You need to follow your passion before you run out of time. Unfortunately, we all have expiration
dates. Money comes and goes but
your story will live forever. You have
incredible potential hidden inside of
you, it’s time to use it. It’s never too
late to start. Remember time is the
only thing we can’t borrow.

Indian bureaucracy has its own
style of working and is said to be one
of the most corrupt country. Many intelligent brains go abroad to pursue
science or business to earn more with
honest deeds. India is still not capable
of producing world level scientists. Human resources department and Indian scientific labs are captured by ‘Yes
Sir’ people and not by merit but on the
basis of political affiliations. Indian scientists are not capable of producing
innovative research papers to have
recognition as world level scientists.
Indian science world, construction
units and medical are using western
scientific methods but they still follow
superstitions and are engulfed with
‘jyotish’ and ‘bhoot-pret’ problems.
Doctors, engineers, science students and even scientists are not behaving like learned persons of scientific knowledge but they are commercial
and wish to earn more and more and
ignore scientific norms in daily life.
They are interested to get administrative posts to earn more money by
taking bribes. They are ready to pay
huge money for prime earning postings. Few are caught in raids, conducted by investigating agencies.
Educational and medical are totally professionalism of commercial
earning. High profit rate on medicines,
unwanted costly tests and inflated
medical bills, donations in post graduate and professional courses are the
factors making rich people more rich
and the poor on the edge of extinction. Professor Yashpal is one exception otherwise youngsters follow short
routes to become rich. There are also
people like Sachin Tendulkar who ignored studies still became rich and
famous but he mastered his only skill
and passion – cricket. This proves that
even if you are not good at studies but
master in any of the world’s skill set
then you are bound to become rich
and famous. But most of the people
who are in academics do not go for
research. Everyone wants short out
of becoming doctor, engineer and
so on. Indian education system and
scientific studies are in great danger,
highly polluted controlled by unqualified persons.
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New Building of St John International
School Inaugurated at Palghar

tion a decade ago and we feel proud
that we are catering the educational
needs of the local people. At present approximately 600 students are
studying upto high school. We dedicate this institution for the overall development of the children”.
Campus directors, advisors, principals, trust authorities, religious sisters
and many dignitaries were present
and wished good luck to the newly
established international school.
The programme began by singing

Mumbai: The newly constructed
building of St. John International
School at Palghar was blessed by
Bishop Percival Fernandez and inaugrated by Dr. Rev. Fr. Francis Swamy,
the principal of St. Mary's High School,
Mazagaon on 18th July 2016. It is run
by Aldel Education Trust.
Albert W Dsouza the executive president of Aldel Trust presided over the
function.
Madam Grace Pinto the managing
director of Ryan International School
was the chief guest. She honoured
Mugdha Rawat of St John College for

securing first rank in B.Pharm.
Fr Francis, Madam Grace Pinto advised students and parents about
their respective responsibilities.
In his presidential address Albert
Dsouza said, “We started this institu-

a hymn to St. Francis of Assisi and
prayer to Saraswati. The students
presented welcome dance, music
programme and other events. Tania
Pullat introduced the guests and conducted the programme. Mary Dsouza
RONIDA
proposed vote of thanks.

Good Proposals,
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Mahataro Chorbela Drama Group Mumbai
Proudly announce

3 shows of their Super Hit Konkani Comedy Play

MHATARO CHORBELA

Written by :
Francis Fernandes
Cascia

AjtÀ:oÚur Öjæu~?o

Directed by :
Joy Paladka

Starring : *Joy Paladka *Betty Naz - Bandra *Julie Vas - Marol,
*Gregory Sequeira - Niddodi *Peter Pais - Basroor,
*Shanti Barboza - Boliye *Flora D'Souza - Kalmady,
*Peter Coutinho - Mundkoor *Roicy Sequeira - Vakola
and
Comedy King

Francis Fernandes Cascia
69th Show: on 21st August, 2016 at 10.30 am at
Prabodhankar Thackeray Hall, Borivali West

For tickets contact :
Mrs. Veronica Noronha - 9820065474 Mr. George D'Souza - 9870046604

70th Show: on 11th September, 2016, at Navodaya Hall,
New Delhi at 2-30 p.m.
71st Show: on 23rd October, 2016, at Vartak Hall,
Near Railway Station, Virar West.
For Entry Passes Contact :
Mr. Dias D'Souza - 8976443861, Mr. David Castelinho - 9820125561
1 August 2016
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Beware Of What You Eat!
You have probably heard of
smart foods that boost your IQ
but did you know that some unhealthy options can drain your
brain? A high-fat diet of curries,
chips and so on can weaken
your brain functioning

response, effectively making you
dumber. Items that contain artificial
sweeteners, other than packet food,
include mouthwash, toothpaste,
cough syrup and chewable vitamins.
Also, consuming high quantities of
artificial sweeteners for an extended
period of time causes brain damage.

esearchers have found that
there are certain foods that
make you less smart. It
turns out that ‘eating dumb’
reduces all of your efforts to be smart.
Eating poorly affects your alertness,
memory, mood and your nervous system, such as your neuro-muscular response time. Here’s about the foods
that you must avoid

Junk Food

R
Sugar

The idea that eating too much sugar
is bad for you isn’t anything new, but
eating a lot of sugar over an extended period of time causes neurological problems. High consumption of
sugar affects your memory and your
ability to learn. Also, too much sugar
in your blood slows down your brain
cells’ use of insulin to break down
sugar to aid in processing thoughts
and emotions, leading to a decrease
in brain activity. This information is
daunting because the average American consumes 47 pounds of sugar
annually. You should try to limit you
sugar intake, including high-fructose
corn syrup and high-carb foods.

Salt

Aside from affecting your heart rate
and blood pressure, salt affects your
cognitive functioning. Adding raw salt
to your food is worse than cooking
it with salt. Not only does salt impair
your ability to think, but it also causes
many other problems such as cardiovascular disease, cancer and stroke.
Try to consume salt in moderation.

Artificial Sweeteners

Artificial sweeteners drain your brain
power. Consuming too many artificial sweeteners slows your brain
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Potato chips, soda, burgers and fries.
It all sounds so tasty, but junk food is
addictive, and addiction is a matter of
the brain. It turns out that the cessation of eating junk food triggers symptoms similar to withdrawal, depression and anxiety. The fats in junk food
impart the creation of dopamine in the
brain. Dopamine plays a role in giving
you an overall feeling of well-being,
learning, alertness, memory, cognitive function and motivation. When
everyone told you not to eat junk food
or it will rot your brain when you were
a kid, it turns out they weren’t kidding.
In fact, consuming high amounts of
junk food for an extended period of
time can lead to memory loss, and in
some cases, Alzheimer’s disease.

Fried Food

Fried food is kind of implied under
junk food. However, there are still
healthy foods that, when fried, become unhealthy. Stay smart by opting
for non-fried foods.

Trans Fats

Researchers who conducted the Oregon Brain Aging Study found that the
consumption of trans fats is linked to
brain shrinkage. The study examined
104 adult over the age of 65 and tested
the subjects for the consumption of 30
nutrients over time. The findings show
that those with high trans fat diets had
brain shrinkage similar to people who
have Alzheimer’s Disease.

Precooked and processed foods

Precooked and processed foods
contain harmful chemicals that make
you dumber. Preservatives, additives,
dyes and artificial flavors are some

examples of the chemicals in these
foods that affect your behavior and
cognitive functioning. Consuming
large quantities of processed foods
over a lifetime slowly destroys your
nerve cells and causes your brain to
shrink.

Nicotine

Having nicotine in your bloodstream
causes the capillaries between your
blood vessels to constrict, which affects the function of neurotransmitters
and, ultimately, brain function. The
cessation of nicotine intake causes
a brain fog, and this causes nicotine
users to develop dependency.

Small changes can make a
big difference to your health
Healthy eating is not about strict
dietary limitations, staying unrealistically thin, or depriving yourself
of the foods you love. Rather, it’s
about feeling great, having more
energy, improving your outlook,
and stabilizing your mood. It’s
easier than you think to start eating healthy! Take small steps each
week to improve your nutrition and
move toward a healthier you.

Foods you should avoid
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flavoured yogurt
Canned soup
Cola
While bread
Iced coffee
Soy sauce
Doritos
Sports drinks Coffee creamer
Pop-tarts and breakfast pastries
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Gospel Of Love Can Bear Fruit

L

ove matters. It matters in
the tireless growth of happiness, peace and development of the world: love is a
definitive word from the moment life
is conceived in the womb, through
all stages of a child’s progression
into adulthood and finally old age.

us the love story of
Ruth and Boas. The
story of Isaac and
Rebecca (Gen.24) is
a tender love affair.
The apostle Luke in
his Gospel records
what
Jesus said,
“For even sinners
love those who love them.” (Lk.6:32).
Love is mysterious. It cannot be explained on the blackboard. Yet, Love
reaches out to everyone; in war,
peace, misunderstanding,
mercy and forgiveness.

Love bears fruit: in union with another human being, in relationships
of trust, sharing, caring and sacrifice.
Ultimately it enriches life values. Love
can meet challenges in society without pain and complain. The
word of the Lord is of the
highest priority for Christians
when Jesus said, “I say to
you, love your enemies and
pray for those who persecute you”. (Mat.5:44). Jesus
went on to add, “You shall
love your neighbor as yourBy MelVyn BROWn
self” (Mat.19:19).
Category of love: The Fruits of the Gospel is graced by love. There is the love
of parents for their children. The love
of family life. The love found in friendship, companions and associates. The
love of brother and sister. The love of
husband and wife. In Mark’s Gospel
we are told, “You shall love the Lord
your God.”(Mk.12:30).
For all its intensity the power of love
can be placed in simple divisions, focusing mainly on the species of humanity. In this context we have Spiritual Love (for God, the Virgin Mary,
the Angels and Saints, Devotions, the
Liturgy and more). Physical Love (as
in procreation). And Material Love (a
desire for Wealth, Property, Possessions).
The first-ever love gifted to the world
came from Almighty God, “For God so
loved the world that he gave his only
Son, so that everyone who believes
in Him may not perish but may have
eternal life.” (Jn.3:16).
Eve, the first woman, loved Adam, and
offered him to share the forbidden
apple with her. The Book of Ruth tells
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Love is forever. There is always a powerful argument
to support its warmth and
reaction to straighten
things out. Love remains
silent, often passive, but
direct and impressive.
“I don’t lie,” she said, “I

love you”.
“My love is undying and true.” He
replied.
“Would you die for me?” she asked.
He stood motionless, mystified and
derailed.
This reminds us of what Jesus once
said: “No one has greater love than
this, to lay down one’s life for one’s
friends”. (Jn.15:13).
A scrawled message is to always confront the truth and love will bloom.
There is surely no “greater love” as
shown in the true story of St. Maximillian Kolbe, a Catholic priest who
offered his life to save a condemned
man from the gas-chamber.
Love is God’s gift; make your love a
gift to God.
Have you heard of Platonic Love?
The origin of this expression comes
from the Greek philosopher Plato.
The teacher and thinker had a lady
friend and they loved each other in-

timately and with
much affection, but
not with any form of
sexual motive. It was
a closeness like that
of brother-sister. In
time their togetherness was known as
a ‘Platonic Love’.
When teenagers imagine they’re in
love most people say it’s Puppy Love
and not to be taken seriously. This is
a crisis most young lovers confront.
Youth have the power to face the challenges and gravity of ‘first love’ often
when there is a break-up they say,
“there are many pebbles along the
beach and many fools within reach”
and move on.
Unrequited love can charter a course
of disturbing events in desperation.
If one’s love is not returned turn to
prayer, it helps.
To love and be loved is a fundamental
right.
It does not always work that way. In
most romances love very often becomes a one-way ticket when the opposite partner is not ready for commitment.
Jesus is the true vine. Reminiscent
of his many enlightening parables
and teachings, the Lord had openly
said, “As the Father has loved me, so
I have loved you; abide in my love”.
(Jn.15:9).
Today, in the midst of atrocities around
the world the need for love, mercy and
forgiveness is possible only if love prevails, even when innocent children die
and humanity is slaughtered: love for
the enemy will surely overcome evil.
“But I say to you that listen, love your
enemies do good to those who hate
you”. (Lk.6:27).
You are a creation of God’s love; make
your love a gift to God.
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The platinum report

am a member of a few apex
Chambers of Trade , Commerce
and Industry in Mumbai and have
met some of the most versatile
and enigmatic business denizens in
their field of specialties. From mining to information technology. From
pharma to hospitality and event management. Most of them as millionaires
and a large bouquet of some multi
millionaires with a special mention of
a few astute billionaires with the ‘armani tag and ‘vertu branded mobile
in a crocodile pouch. And seeing
them face to face with their ‘christian
dior eyewear I look for what sets them
apart from the less well off. Do they all
share a common belief for them to be
what they are or do they improvise life
to give accent to their desires of being
prosperous by something so special
that others only see the dense forest
instead of the trees that make up what
the forest is. Are these the guys who
are the risk takers….? Were not they
born like others in the crowd who now
hold them in high esteem. Were there
parents Maharajas of places like pataudi or were they not from the same
family that lived on the periphery of
the mahim railway shed and used the
virar fast train track for their morning
ablutions. Tell me another story about
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by Rtn. Calwyn
D'Abreo
these honchos and I will tell you another plausible lie, permissible, but
yet a lie.
What sets them apart is they are well
off today, businesswise and we see
them as result oriented and risk takers and men and women with finite
minds that continue expanding their
areas of involvement inside and outside national and international geographies . Who are we to grade their
personal responsibilities but then
human candor tinted with the colors
of jealously expresses well as we define their personal platform and often
make this gentry succumb to our human phenomena of gossip. We often
make them, these business tycoons
....or we break them . The decision is
ours. But that is not what the content
of this discussion is meant to be.
The system these opulent faces showcase is belief. Belief in the character of
their enterprises.
In some cases they arrange the system to mirror continuously that the
rich get richer and the poor get broke
and live uneven lives in their business
undertakings and the corresponding effects create a disbandment in
their their family lives. Have they been
kind enough to teach you through
their affiliation with you that there is
a fundamental belief that strikes the
chord of being accurate to the point
that you cross over to that position
which brings in the confidence of
faith in the making of the amalgam
towards success. Will they identify for
you the pathway towards becoming
the upscale business man from the
middleclass of stress and struggle.
Are they going to teach you how to
believe or is this invite so difficult as
if to be commissioned only to the
chosen few. Will they furnish you with
the ratio meant to prop you far up the
economic scale. Will they invite you to

see the world through the eyes of the
wealthy business men they assume
to be.Though, they are aware that in
each and every one of you there is
a wealth switch buried in your brain
that you can flip on and ‘shazzam’ as
in the superman comic books create
this hypnotic sound of defiance and
power to fashion the business hero in
you with the hope that the effect stays
till you are in the superman attire.
You are not alone , brother business
man. There is a an audience out there
waiting restlessly to contain the exuberance of the guy with the armani
suit who walks the talk.
Oh, what a feeling to set your mind
in rampage mode as you try your
best to get these of a kind to share
their secrets with you about the true
nature of the world of wealth and the
familiar pose of the extremely wealthy
. Will they not share their thoughts
with regular people… the medium
and small businessman. If you are a
viewer of business channels on tv and
you come across some of the award
program or a mastermind event you
will notice that between the anchor
and the respondent on the dais there
is only idle chat and the fracas of the
industry put to a preface rather than
a foreword. So, you see, it is not your
fault for not getting to know what it
takes to make a billion bucks this side
of the Suez.
The fault also lies with you. You as a
businessman is often reluctant to break
free of the limits of your thinking and
corresponding to your income thereby. You are such imbeciles of mother
nature that you only think in terms of
scarcity and limitations. You are of the
opinion that half is better than full and
the water pouch is very often leaking
from underneath.... because you are
in tandem with the thought that any(Contd.. on p. 17)
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(Contd.. from p. 16)
thing could happen to put you on the
streets of perdition in case you fail.
Where is your risk taking quotient,
then…..? You are devoid of the word
opportunities, unlimited. Who are
these bandicoots who have imbibed
into you the rudiments of small thinking and restrictive thoughts. Castrate
these men with out an iron mask and
send them to the gallows.
Are you aware that, the richest of
the rich are doing better than ever at
this time of this media driven world
and it's business reports when Brexit
is taboo and the Pound is at a high
time low and the successful never
even think about scarcity... Are you
aware that there are more underwriters at work distributing non disclosure agreements and letters of intent
than that what was present in January
this year. Do you know the number of
IPOs lined up on Nasdaq and London
Stock Exchange than in the first quarter of this year. Do know. Do you really, know. And you want to emulate
the guy in the ‘armani with the ‘christian dior’
For all these hep business guys with
a dozen plastic cards that work better
outside the country there are no limits.
Chutzpah, they have. What is that…
as it sounds more like a hinterland vile
word and extremely unpleasant. And
Chutzpah they will live by come hell or
high water. And Chutzpah is so simply yet an admirable connotation for
being self confident and stepping on
the peddle with audacity. Take all their
money away if you want, they'll make
it all back and more because they
see opportunity where others don't...
whilst they see the trees in the forest
and you stupidly focus on the forest.
Actually, you are in a mess till you
reach the freedom that these who you
admire bask in in their ’let us get some
sun’ game. But , within this mess is
an enormous opportunity without an
agenda that will tempt to discourage you. It is up to you to attract the
abundance you are wanting. But as
junglified as we see ourselves so often we will always be trapped within
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the periphery of being in oblivion as
you blame the economy and how
crazy the numbers are and the illusion which spells for limitation. Just
by recognizing that the resources are
limited you form your decisive factor
and panic . You spend erroneously
and believe that savings will be an
aftermath of success because of the
profits accumulated.
Are you missing the true opportunities of wealth. Is your thinking right.
Are you In sound mind. Is your body
healthy enough to discuss the tantrum of the market forces you subjugate yourself to.
Be attentive now as the content legend tries to find an answer to the
propositions made earlier.
It is the matrix of business which
is thought to deliver a solution to
the problems faced or the desire to
equate ones self with success and
how best to copy the business models of the successful. Your fright and
the fear application is the factor to
delve on.It is necessary to by pass
this critical factor in your mind and
to consciously become aware of this
phenomena which is to make the shift
to an abundance mindset. Otherwise,
all is madness and mayhem.
And to encourage the legend and it’s
disposition towards finding a way to
eliminate debt , generate a massive income and reverse any scarcity mindset becomes the order of the day. In
reality to become wealthy in the shortest possible time within the scope of
an overnight miracle, as if.
And as we perambulate into the halls
of the rune and the unknown we see
some very extra ordinary values to
learn about and their presence to be
made available. We must learn how
to discover how easy it is to focus on
the really important things in life and
whether we can arrest these propositions to enter into a collaboration with
our businesses so that we can attract
those things needed for our trade and
commerce involvement on the platform given for it’s execution. For this

we need the per chance but yet so invisible clarity in mindset and the focus
of a marksman.
Encourage yourself to live in the here
and now of all things and within the
dimension of your conscious mind
where fear is the lowest point and is
a referral to nothing but an obligation
to know that it exists. If transformation
in mind is what is needed then this is
the biggest opportunity. Discover how
easy it is to focus on the really important things in life, and attract those
things in abundance.
Discover how easy it is to focus on the
metamorphosis and really important
things in life, and attract those things
in abundance as you can attract anything when your mindset is clear and
focused...as you unravel a series of
prosperous adventures and prod
on regardless of the consequences
when you begin to take a risk . You
will automatically tap into wealth habits of those you admire and effortless
will be your experience as you grow
your wealth daily.
So with these exercises scrambled
within the content given , you have
achieved the distinction of now being
able to avoid scarcity and the mindset
that approved the conundrum. Your
success is so deep and profound it
will emanate as if you were always
born a rich businessman as the shift
in the mind set is in full ratio with your
desire and faith to allow for it’s presence in your life.

Unlock the millionaire mindset and
imagine always the feeling of success without the impediment of
barbed wire. And finally be free to
strut on the red carpet, to showcase yourself as the businessman
of the year and walk the talk as
if…….. the world is at your command.Actually, you as a business
man was born for greater things.
Financial prosperity is a great application of mind over matter. So,
what are you thinking of at this
time……….?
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' Modernize Indian Politics '
With reference to MR IGNATIUS DABHI's article
titled : Modi's Jumbo Cabinet: 24 out of 78 " Criminals " ?! in THE SECULAR
CITIZEN dated MONDAY,
25 JULY 2016 politics is a
dirty game and Indian politics is extremely filthy but
since it is concerned with
the country's leadership it
has to be cleaned up and
modernized.

P

eople get the leaders they
deserve but political parties
must be prevented by law
from making people with
criminal backgrounds, corrupt people
commmunalfanantics,linguistic fanatics and regional fanatics members of
their party.

TULIP LAWNS
Elegant Occasions
Memorable Events

Available for Weddings,
Engagement Corporate
Events, Film Shoot
Birthday Party
Grounds Andheri (East) &
(West), Malad West
Capacity - 200 -1500
Rs. 700 Package
(Minimum 400 Crowd)
Mr. Karuna - 9930112795,
9004911115
8108325553
Email :
crystalcreation537@gmail.com
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Through a process of brainstorming,
admitting leaders specialized in different professions and party elections
held regularly new leaders can be
encouraged to run their parties efficiently thus creating a good second
line leadership.
In elected bodies like parliament and
the state and union territory legistatures the leader of the political party
that has won the election must be
elected by all the members of the
house cutting across political barriers and it much better i f the prime
minister,deputy prime minister chief
minister,deputy chief minister are
elected directly by the people for only
two four year terms and undergo a
phsytriatic examination/check up before taking office.
A joint leader of a unified secular opposition must also be elected in the
elected bodies like parliament and
the state and union territory legislatures and a shadow cabinent must
be formed and situations warrant ie in
times of crisis an opposition no-trust
vote must be held.
Another solution is for people to elect
leaders during elections by nominating and electing leaders including the prime-minister,deputy prime
minister,chief minister and deputy
chief minister on the spot.
The term of the president and vicepresident must also be reduced from
five years to four years and they must
be allowed to serve only two four year
terms andfor them too a psychiatic
examination/check up must be compulsory and in their case electing a
consensus canditate must not be allowed as it is undemocratic.
The concept of partyless democracy
is undemocratic and must not be adopted for governing India.
Just like we in Maharastra have a
graduate and teacher constituency

where graduates and teachers can
elect a leader of their choice to the
upper house of their legislature the
same must be done in other states
and union territories and at the centre
ie parliament.
Other things that can help are drastically reducing the perks of all our
leaders so that they can lead simple
lives and recalling corrupt and inefficient leaders and preventing them
from standing in any future elections
and despite the opposition disliking
the ruling political they must bconvert
their bad points into good points and
adopt whatever good points the ruling
party posesses
Thus a cultural revolution is necessary to ensure that we get good and
efficient leaders and if this is not done
a revolution is inevitable to help set
things right so our leaders must remember at all times that they are servants of the people and not masters
of the people.
Thus where there is a will there is a
way and Indian politics must be modernized by constantly creative ideas
to ensure that our country progresses
and goes forward and does not disgress or go backwards.

—Peter Castellino

Kiyaraa Beauty
at home
Skin - Hair - Makeup
• Professional bridal makeup & hair
style • Facials according to skin •
Hair Spa • Body polishing • Nail Art
• Gift A Service
Only original & genuine products used.

Contact : +91 9820360534 / 08055199699
kiyaraa.beauty@gmail.com
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Inspiration!

Your favorite car also speaks about
your personality. A Bettle represents
someone who is delicate and feminine.
A studious and observant person usually prefers a BMW 7 series. A Hybrid

Take a closer look at your personality
Your choice of colour, dish, movie
or animal tells you a lot about yourself, how you function and how
others see you. It is the means to
understanding your behaviour and
your character traits as well as
your physical, mental, emotional
and spiritual states. It reflects the
way you operate in the world, your
strengths and weaknesses, your
vulnerabilities, your deepest needs
and your challenges at that time in
your life

M

any a times, you are so
curious to know about the
world outside that you often
tend to neglect the complex
world that lies inside you. How many
times have you really attempted to understand your inner self? Well, if you
haven’t done so in the past, here’s your
chance to understand your true self by
analysing the things that are an inseparable part of your life. Mentioned below
is a list of few things that reveal your
personality
Movies
The kind of movies that you watch can
also tell what kind of a person you are.
If you are a die-hard rom-com movie
fan, it means you are a romantic person
and have a laid-back attitude towards
life. Your preference for adventurous
or horror movies denotes that you are
an adventurous person who craves for
thrilling experiences. Sci-fi movies are
watched by brainy people who like their
movies to offer some food for thought.
Cell phone
Take a close look at the phone you use.
If it is more on the stylish side, you’re
a person who cares a lot about fashion trends. If it is a simple phone, only
serving basic purposes like calling and
texting messages, it shows that you’re
someone who lives life on her own
terms. You don’t care a damn about the
latest trends. If you use a cellphone with
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symbolizes a sophisticated, classy and
intelligent person.
Shoe
Your shoes also give a hint about your
taste. Sneakers are usually preferred by
someone who is energetic, perky and
vivacious, while ballet shoes go for the
delicate and feminine ones. Brogues
are for a square-toed Victorian, while
slippers go for someone who is more
on the easy-going and casual side. Your
favorite stilettos say that you are beautiful.

a qwerty keypad, it shows that you are a
friendly person. A cellphone with a great
camera is usually used by a person who
loves to cherish memories.
Food
Your favorite dish also has something to
say about you. If you love Mexican food,
it connotes that you like to lead a simple
life, travel to historical places and explore them. People who usually prefer
Chinese cuisine are quite patient and
easy-going. Pastries are usually chosen
by those who are very imaginative and
artistic in their life. People who love ice
creams often possess childlike innocence, enthusiasm and charisma. They
believe in living life to the fullest. Pizzas
are liked by people who are social and
extroverted.
Work desk
If you have an unpersonalized or untidy
desk at work, it implies that you don’t
plan to work there for long. On the contrary, if you look after your desk, decorate it with plants or pictures, it means
you are treating it like a private possession and plan to stick to the workplace
for long. Family photos kept on the desk
represent an emotional person
Car

Animal
Birds are usually loved by a person who
is an observer and a dreamer. Fishes
are favorite beings of laid-back and introvert people. Dogs are loved by those
who are amiable and outgoing, while
cats are preferred by those who are lazy
and selfish. Lions are admired by those
who like to dominate and enjoy power.
A mouse is liked by someone who is
dominated by others and finds it hard to
stand up for herself.
Colour
Out of all those different colors in the
color palette, simply pick your favorite
one. It can tell what kind of a person
you are. If you prefer bright colors like
red and yellow, it means you are an extroverted, friendly and romantic person.
Colors like lavender, pink and white
represent a shy, feminine and dreamy
person.
Things you can tell just by looking at
someone
• Using her right arm to cradle
a baby might mean she’s depressed.
• If a person loves chocolates he
or she is probably nicer.
• If he looks like a bully (authoritarian), he’s probably a team player.
• People with symmetrical faces
tend to be rich and asymmetrical
faces tend to be leaders.
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MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman Catholic
Bachelor, aged 38 years, Ht. 5’ 11”, Wt.
70 kgs, Fair Complexion, Edn. MBBS,
DNB, Orthopaedic Surgeon Doctor by
profession. Seeks a suitable match preferably Doctor. (Regd. No. 6567)
DUBAI : Mangalorean Roman Catholic
Bachelor, aged 28 years, Ht. 179 cms,
Wt. 78 kgs, Wheatish Complexion, Edn.
Mechanical Engineer, working as an
Engineer. Contact email : godfreyjoelfernandes@gmail.com (Regd. No. 6564)
MUMBAI : East Indian Roman Catholic
Bachelor, aged 28 years, Ht. 171 cms,
Wt. 80 kgs, Wheatish Complexion, Edn.
HSC., Diploma in Aviation, working for a
Foreign Cruise line in USA as a Security
Officer . Visiting India shortly. Contact
immediately. Contact email : stayblessed
1287@gmail.com OR 9820942790.
(Regd. No. 6546)
GERMANY : German Roman Catholic
Bachelor, aged 36 years, Ht. 175 cms,
Well built, Fair Complexion, Edn. N o r mal School Cheff. Working as a Cheff.
Contact email : evascherrmann@ yahoo.
de OR 4974861015 (Regd. No. 6553)
MUMBAI : Goan Roman Catholic Bachelor, aged 57 years, Ht. 5’ 7” Wt. 60 kgs,
Fair Complexion, Edn. SSC., having
own business. Contact email : pearlfernandes81@yahoo.in OR 9869557072 /
8291403075 (Regd. No. 6551)
MUMBAI : Tamilian Roman Catholic
Bachelor, aged 33 years, Ht. 5’ 10” Wt. 72
kgs, Tan Complexion, Edn. MBA (ICFAI),
working as a AVP in Citi Group Chennai.
Contact email : ponsil@ rediffmail.com
OR 7829388114 (Regd. No. 6549)
MUMBAI : Keralite + Mangalorean
Roman Catholic Widow, aged 57
years, Ht. 5’ 11”, Wt. 75 kgs, Wheatish
Complexion,Edn. SSC, working for Dimond Company as a Assorting Diamond.
No encumberance, having own F l a t .
Seeks a simple and poor girl. Contact
Mob: 9821078194. (Regd. No. 6547)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman Catholic
Bachelor, aged 29 years, Ht. 5’ 11”, Wt.
80 kgs, Fair Complexion, Edn. B.Com.,
+ Diploma, working on Cruise Ship.
Contact email : roshandsouza412 @
yahoo.com OR 8652883768 (Regd.
No. 6544)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman Catho-
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lic, aged 47 years, Ht. 5’ 10“, Wt. 80 kgs,
Wheatish Complexion, Edn. SSC, having
own business. Contact email : allwynsequeira@gmail.com OR 9819082447
(Regd. No. 6541)
DOHA QATAR : Mangalorean Roman
Catholic Divorcee, aged 33 years, Ht. 5’
10”, Wt. 75 kgs, Wheatish Complexion,
Edn. MBA, PGDM, having decent job.
Contact email : secondsairik2016 @
gmail.com OR Phone: 0097466710060
(Regd. No. 6526)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman Catholic
Divorcee, aged 34 years, Ht. 5’ 10”, Wt.
99 kgs, Wheatish Complexion, Edn.
B.Sc., Hospitality and Hotel Administration, working as a Duty Manager, Contact email : roshanihma@gmail.com
OR 09769237575 (Regd. No. 6472)
PUNE : East Indian Roman Catholic
Bachelor, aged 33 years, Ht. 5’ 5”, Wt.
66 kgs, Fair Complexion, Edn. B.Com.,
working as a Dy. Manager. Contact
email : warren_4153@ hotmail.com OR
9960493092 (Regd. No. 6471)
MUMBAI : Roman Catholic Bachelor,
aged 29 years, Ht. 5’ 8”, Wt. 85 kgs,
Fair Complexion, Edn. B.E.IT & MBA IT,
working as a Business Analyst. Contact
email : briansavio86@ gmail.com OR
09820744043 (Regd. No. 6467)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman Catholic
Bachelor, aged 29 years, Ht. 5’ 8”, Wt. 52
kgs, Wheatish Complexion, Edn. Hotel
Management, working as a Team Leader.
Contact email : rikhil.joseph@ gmail.com
OR 9819665309 (Regd. No. 6466)
USA : Mangalorean RC Bachelor, aged
29 years, Ht. 5’ 7”, Wt. 65 kgs, Wheatish
Complexion, Edn. B.E. (I.T.), working
as a Software Consultant. Contact immediately Email : rahul.ferns@gmail.com
OR 9833932407 (Regd. No. 6463)
MUMBAI : East Indian RC Bachelor,
aged 31 years, Ht. 5’ 6”, Wt. 63 kgs,
Wheatish Complexion, Edn. M.Sc., working for MNC. Contact email : j.31784@
gmail.com OR 26120397 / 9920074467
(Regd. No. 6458)
MUMBAI : Goan RC Bachelor, aged 45

Members are requested to inform us when they are settled, so
that publication of their details
can be discontinued.

years, Ht. 5’ 7”, Wt. 72 kgs, Wheatish
Complexion, Edn. B.A., having own
business. Well settled. Contact email
: listv21@yahoo.co.in OR 9821656739
(Regd. No. 6455)
MUMBAI : East Indian Roman Catholic
Bachelor, aged 25 years, Ht. 5’ 11”,
Wt. 75 kgs, Fair Complexion, Edn.
F.Y.B.Com., well employed. Contect
email : gerardd754@ gmail.com OR
9930620943/9594766322 (Regd. No.
6424)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean RC Bachelor,
aged 32 years, Ht. 5’ 6”, Wt. 90 kgs,
Wheatish Complexion, Edn. B.Sc.,
(Chemistry), working as a Deputy Manager. Contact email : pradeep.bashyal@
gmail.com OR 9819733872 (Regd. No.
6418)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean RC Bachelor,
aged 28 years, Ht. 5’ 3”, Wt. 55 kgs, Fair
Complexion, Edn. HSC + Profession
in Hotel Management. Professional in
Food & Beverages. Only Child. Seeks
a suitable match. Contact
email : agnesd85@ yahoo.co.in OR
9833283285 (Regd. No. 6415)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman Catholic Bachelor, aged 42 years, Ht. 5’ 4”, Wt.
65 kgs, Fair Complexion, Edn. B.Com.,
working as a Admin. Controller in DUBAI.
Contact email : dsouzarobin25@ gmail.
com OR Tel : 22-24983066 / 00971502460903 (Regd. No. 6358)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean RC Bachelor
(Deaf and dumb) aged 26 years, Ht. 5’ 9”,
Wt. 62 kgs, Fair Complexion, Edn. HSC.,
Dip. in Computer Hardware. Working as
a Cashier. Contact email : clifford9948@
gmail.com
OR 9920331773 / 02228731976. (Regd. No. 6507)

Address your replies to :

Regd. No.
RoyAl ChRistiAN FAmily,
99, Perin Nariman street, 1st
Floor, Fort, mumbai - 400 001.

To Place your Matrimonial advertisement Call:
2269 3578 OR 2265 4924
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DUBAI : Mangalorean Roman Catholic
Spinster, age 31 years, Ht. 5’ 2”, Wheatish
Complexion, Edn. MBA - Finance, working as an Accountant in a private sector
firm in DUBAI. Looking for a Roman
Catholic alliance preferably working in
UAE. Contact email : saldanha.leena7@
gmail.com OR 00971-526649919, 00919967816258 / 0091-9167361924 (Regd.
No. 6569)
USA : Mangalorean Roman Catholic
Spinster, aged 25 years, Ht. 157 cms,
Wt. 60 kgs, Fair Complexion, Edn. M.S.
in Computer Science (USA), working
as a Software Engineer. Seeks a similiar qualification, having HIB Visa and
working in USA below 30 years. Contact
email : joymachado312@gmail.com OR
9869064165 (Regd. No. 6568)
DUBAI : Mangalorean Roman Catholic
Spinster, aged 29 years, Ht. 5’ 5”, Wt.
55 kgs, Wheatish Complexion, Edn.
M.S. in Human Resources, working
as a Admin Prof (HR) seeks a Mangalorean bachelor qualification Postgrad./
MBA/BE, preferably working in Dubai/
Canada/USA. Contact wedd_prop@
hotmail.com OR 9892656367 (Regd.
No. 6566)
MUMBAI : Mumbai broughtup Keralite
Anglo Indian Spinster, aged 28 years,
Ht. 5’ Wt. 48 kgs, Wheatish Complexion,
Edn. B.Com., working as a Computer
Operator. Contact email : elenarosedcosta@gmail.com OR 9881422683
(Regd. No. 6565)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean Born Again
Spinster, aged 28 years, Ht. 5’ 3”, Wt.
53 kgs, Wheatish Complexion, Edn.
MBA in Finance, PGDM., working for a
co-op. Bank in Mumbai. Contact email
: brinliafernandes@yahoo.com OR
9619445121 (Regd. No. 6492)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean RC Spinster,
aged 32 years, Ht. 5’ 2”, Wt. 54 kgs,
Fair and good looking, Edn. 12th Std.,
Beautician by profession. Contact email
: sweta.ignatiusdsouza@ gmail.com OR
9820080444 (Regd. No. 6488)

Royal Christian Family
Helps In Choosing
The Right Life-Partner

Serving Since 35 Years
1 August 2016

KUWAIT : Mangalorean Roman Catholic
Spinster aged 35 years, Ht. 5’ 5”, Wt.
58 kgs, Fair Complexion, Edn. B.Com.,
Computer, Finance, Banking Marketing
Course & Airlines Course completed,
employed as a Travel Co-ordinator
in Kuwait. Seeks a groom preferable
working in Kuwait. Contact Email : lucy777p@gmail.com OR 00965-65686358
/ 9867308911 (Regd. No. 6504)
MUMBAI : Tamilian Roman Catholic
Spinster, aged 32 years, Ht. 4’ 11”, Wt.
58 kgs, Wheatish Complexion, Edn.
B.Com., working for Bank, Contact email
daisy.dec1@gmail.com OR 7507899111
(Regd. No. 6129)
AURANGABAD: Parents invites alliance
for their Roman Catholic spinster daughter aged 31 years, Ht. 5’ 2”, slim, fair
and good looking, B.E. (I.T.), seeks well
settled and well educated bcahelor. Contact email : timothy.anthony@ymail.com
OR 9823891561 (Regd. No. 6457)
MUMBAI : Goan Roman Catholic Spinster, aged 30 years, Ht. 5’ 4’, Wt. 68 kgs,
Wheastish Complexion, Edn. M.A., B.Ed.,
Teacher by profession. Contact email :
valerie.fds@gmail.com OR 9819714445
(Regd. No. 6456)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman Catholic Spinster, aged 23 years, Ht. 5’ 5”,
Wt. 45 kgs, Fair Complexion, Edn. T.Y.
B.Com., currently pursing Travel & Tourism Course from Thomas Cook. Contact
email : daisy.diana92@yahoo.com OR
9768964704 (Regd. No. 6453)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean RC Spinster,
aged 26 years, Ht. 5’ 4”, Wt. 50 kgs,
Wheatish Complexion, Edn. B.Com.,PG
in Banking, working in a Private Bank.
Contact email : paispascal@gmail.com
OR 9892921564 (Regd. No. 6452)
PUNE : Mangalorean RC Spinster, aged
26 years, Ht. 5’ 5”, Wt. 85 kgs, Wheatish
Complexion, Edn. MBA in Human
Resources, working as a HR. Contact
email : mdsouza22@ hotmail.com OR
09850056631 (Regd. No. 6550)
MUMBAI : Tamilian RC Spinster, aged
30 years, Ht. 5’ 5”, Wt. 66 kgs, Wheatish
Complexion, Edn. PGDBM NMIMS,
working as a Manager. Contact email
: prabha.nadar @hotmail.com OR
9819818741 (Regd. No. 6548)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean RC Spinster,
aged 26 years, Ht. 5’ 8”, Wt. 65 kgs,

Fair Complexion, Edn. MBA Finance,
working as a Financial analysist. Contact email : elveera.26@gmail.com OR
9004982464 (Regd. No. 6545)
MUMBAI : Maharashtrian Protestant
Spinster, aged 38 years, looks much
younger to her age, Ht. 5’, Wt. 50 kgs,
Fair Complexion, Edn. T.Y. B.Com.,
working as an Account Assistant.
Contact email : sonali_waghchoure@
yahoo.com OR 9819673935 (Regd.
No. 6543)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean RC Spinster,
aged 27 years, Ht. 5’ 4”, Wt. 65 kgs,
Beautiful, Very Fair Complexion, Edn.
B.Sc., IT., Masters in Media Art & Animation & Editin. Working as an Editor.
Contact email : simonsjl@vsnl.com OR
99870 82211 (Regd. No. 6535)
MUMBAI : RC Spinster 30 / 5’2”, MBA
(F) working as Manager HR seeks alliance from Qualified Bachelors having a
good family background. Reply with details and photo to maryline.sebastian7@
gmail.com (Regd. No. 6464)
MUMBAI : East Indian RC spinster,
aged 26 years, Ht. 5’ 2”, Wt. 49 kgs, Fair
Complexion, Edn. BMS., MMS (Mum.
Uni.) working as a Data Analyst. Seeks
well educated and working and setted
abroad, preferably dubai. Girl willing to
relocate any city in the world. Contact
email : melwyn_dsilva@hotmail.com
OR 9224258001 (Regd. No. 6462)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean RC parents
invite alliance for their daughter 28
years, 5’ 4”, B.Tech (Computer Engineer) Working for MNC. Seeks well
qualified and well settled bachelor with
good family values. Kindly reply with
profile and recent photograph to email
: dmaryln@ymail.com OR 09916087940
(Regd. No. 6223)
Address your replies to :

Regd. No.
ROYAL CHRISTIAN FAMILY,
99, Perin Nariman Street, 1st
Floor, Fort, Mumbai - 400 001.

Please renew your membership
at lease a month in advance before its expiration date.
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MUMBAI : Parents of R.C. Mangalorean
Spinster, 27/5’ 1”, Only daughter, very
fair, B.Com., seeks professionally qualified, well settled bachelors of good character and family background, preferably
working and living abroad. Contact
email : pashana72@gmail.com OR 916759 7766 (Regd. No. 6461)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman Catholic Spinster, aged 27 years, Ht. 5’ 8”,
Wt. 70 kgs, Wheatish Complexion,
Edn. B.A., Science & Politics, working
as a Jr. Officer. Contact email : merlin.
dalmeida@ gmail.com OR 9820687734
(Regd. No. 6443)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman Catholic Spinster, aged 29 years, Ht. 5’ 3”, Wt.
65 kgs, Fair Complexion, Edn. B.Sc., IT.,
MBA., working as an Analyst. Contact
email : cecy.martis@gmail.com OR
9920966061 (Regd. No. 6432)
MUMBAI : Goan Roman Catholic Spinster, aged 46 years, Ht. 5’ 4”, Wt. 56
kgs, Wheatish Complexion, looks much
younger to her age, Edn. HSC., working as admin. Executive. Contact email
: marthapereira2000@gmail.com OR
9870367090 (Regd. No. 6422)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman Catholic Spinster, aged 25 years, Ht. 5’
2”, Wheatish Complexion, Edn. Post
Graduate (HR), working as a Junior Officer. Contact email : natasha.lima25@
yahoo.com OR 9920930518 (Regd.
No. 6410)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman Catholic Spinster, aged 28 years, Ht. 5’, Wt. 46
kgs, Fair Complexion, Edn. B.Sc., MBA
working as a HR. Contact email : picardo.princiaj@gmail.com OR 9833077789
(Regd. No. 6406)
MUMBAI : RC Mangalorean Spinster,
27/5’2”, Wt. 54 kgs, wheatish, B.Com.,
C.S., L.L.B., working as a teaching
faculty for Law. invite alliance from
well qualified and well settled bachelor
with good family values upto 30 years
Kindly reply with details and full length
photograph to r.dsouza.co@gmail.com
OR 9323925995 / 9699788876 (Regd.
No. 6350)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman Catholic Spinster, aged 25 years, Ht. 5’ 6”, Fair
Complexion, Edn. BMS, working as a
Sr. Associate. Contact email : lauren-
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tiaf@yahoo.com / laveenafernandes@
rediffmail.com OR 9870036325 (Regd.
No. 6266)
MUMBAI : East Roman Catholic Spinster, aged 27 years, Ht. 5’ 5”, Wt. 52 kgs,
Fair Complexion, good looking, Edn.
B.E.,(IT), working as a IT Engineer in
MNC. Contact email : cynthia.h@rediffmail.com OR 9969379432 (Regd. No.
6261)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman Catholic
Spinster, aged 32 years, Ht. 5’ 3”, Wt.
70 kgs, Fair Complexion, Edn. B.Com.,
working for a Bank as a Team Leader.
Contact email : diana_lobo10@hotmail.
com OR 9870111964 (Regd. No.
6252)
MUMBAI : Goan Roman Catholic Spinster, Only Child, aged 34 years, Ht. 5’
2”, Wt. 57 kgs, Fair and good looking,
Edn. B.Com., working for Banking
Organisation in Fraud Dept., Contact
email : annmdsouza09@gmail.com OR
8983236758 (Regd. No. 6249)
MUMBAI : East Indian Roman Catholic
Spinster, aged 29 years, Ht. 5’ 8”, Wt.
64 kgs, Fair Complexion, Edn. B.Com.,
working, Contact email : mariashgo24@
gmail.com OR 9819524367 / 9920102623
(Regd. No. 6246)
MUMBAI : Punjabi CNI Protestant Spinster, aged 29 years, Ht. 5’ 2”, Wt. 54 kgs,
Fair complexion, Edn., B.Com., working
as a FM Team Co-ordinator. Contact
email : minti_masih@ yahoo.co.in OR
9665169956 (Regd. No. 6244)
MUMBAI : Tamilian Roman Catholic
Spinster, aged 47 years, Ht. 5’, Wt.
42 kgs, fair and beautiful, Edn. SSC.,
working as a Beautician. Contact email
: pmsmarshall1937@gmail.Com OR
9167912492 / 9637129065 (Regd. No.
6243)
MUMBAI : Maharashtrian Protestant
Spinster, aged 24 years, Ht. 5’ 2”, Wt.
53 kgs, Wheatish Complexion, Edn.
Diploma in Journalism, working as a
Joaurnalist. Contact email : sathepanvel@gmail.com OR 9004684468 (Regd.
No. 6242)
6241. MUMBAI : Maharashtrian CNI
Protestant Spinster, aged 28 years, Ht.
5’ 8”, Wt. 65 kgs, Fair Complexion, Edn.
M.Sc., B.ED., Teacher by profession.
Contact email : barse.nirmala@gmail.
com OR 9930888768 (Date of Birth

3-12-1987)
MUMBAI : Tamilian Roman catholic
Spinster, aged 30 years, Ht. 5’, Wt. 50
kgs, Wheatish Complexion, Edn. 12th
std., working as a sales girl in Big Store.
Contact Mob.: 9665414592 (Regd. No.
6240)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman Catholic Spinster, aged 28 years, Ht. 5’, Wt.
68 kgs, Fair Complexion, good looking,
Edn. B.Com., Working for Dimond Company. Contact email : dsouzanancy87@
gmail.com OR 9987769662 (Regd.
No. 6235)
MUMBAI : Roman Catholic Spinster,
aged 25 years, Ht. 5’, Fair Complexion,
Edn. BMS, pursuing correspondence
PGDBA, working for MNC as an Analyst. Looking for bachelors with good
family background, well educated and
well settled. Please reply with Bio-data
and recent photograph. email : indyjonesm@gmail.com OR 9967509233
(Regd. No. 6234)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman Catholic Spinster, aged 33 years, Ht. 5’ 5”,
Wheatish Complexion, Edn. B.E. Elex
/ Telecom. Working as Technical Support Engineer in a Software Company.
Contact email : dsouzawalter@ rediffmail.com OR 9892627425 (Regd. No.
6233)
MUMBAI : Goan Roman Catholic Spinster, aged 37 years, Ht. 5’ 7”, Wt. 85 kgs,
Wheatish Complexion, Edn. B.Com.,
working as an Assistant Manager Training. Contact email :joycepintoplacyda@
gmail.com OR 08898078210 (Regd.
No. 6232)
MUMBAI : Goan Roman Catholic Spinster, aged 26 years, Ht. 5’ 2”, Wt. 45 kgs,
Wheatish Complexion, Edn. B.Com.,
working as a Supervisor in Bank. Contact email : rodriguesmary898@gmail.
com OR 91-9979687644 (Regd. 6226)
PUNE : Tamilian Roman Catholic Spinster, aged 43 years, Ht. 5’ 4”, Wt. 65 kgs,
Fair Complexion, Edn. M.Com., HRD,
MPN, working for WNS. Contact email
: harryanthany.7@ gmail.com OR 02025816332 (Regd. No. 6225)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman Catholic Spinster, aged 28 years, Ht. 5’ 4”, Wt.
50 kgs, Fair Complexion, Edn. Graduate,
D.Ed., Teacher by profession. Contact
email : kitoo_angel@rediffmail.com OR
9821389985 (Regd. No. 6224)
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Reach Greater Heights
With Our eLearing Courses
Leaders in the Making and Reaching to the Top

Simply Register at www.limrt.com
limrt is short form of Leaders in the Making and Reaching to the Top
eLearning is the new way the world is
learning today. Learners now need not
Anywhere visit the four walls of classrooms. It's now
outdated. eLearning reaches you where
Anytime
you are. What ever may be your subject or
topic of interest, you can learn anywhere
at any time from the top class world experts from your own PC, Laptop, Tablet or
Learn by watching
Smartphone. www.limrt.com offers you a
video learning method large number of courses. Visit the website
in your free time from and simply register and we will guide you.
Learn

your own PC, Laptop,
Tablet or Smartphone.
Courses created by
world class experts

Some Courses are FREE

Simply Register at

www.limrt.com

Learn
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Worlds
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